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CD 1

Symphony No. 1 (1953)
Brandenburgisches Staatsorchester Frankfurt 
Emily Freeman Brown conductor

1  —  Gently moving  8:01

2  —  Very slowly 7:25

3  —  Vigorous and very rhythmic  5:45

Concerto for piano and orchestra  
No. 1 (1983)
Michael Brown piano
Brandenburgisches Staatsorchester Frankfurt
Emily Freeman Brown conductor

4  —  Slowly and very free – Very fast 9:47

5  —  Very slowly 8:42

6  —  Hard driving 9:26

72:38Samuel Adler (b. 1928)
One Lives but Once
A 90th Birthday Celebration

Man Lebt Nur Einmal 
‘One Lives but Once’ (2004)
Brandenburgisches Staatsorchester Frankfurt
Emily Freeman Brown conductor

7  —  Rumble 2:43

8  —  Schleier-Walzer ‘Veiled Waltz’ 3:22

9  —  Erratische Rumba ‘Erratic Rumba’ 5:07

10  —  Pavane 6:45

11  —  Tarantella 5:10
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CD 2

Symphony No. 2 (1957)
Brandenburgisches Staatsorchester Frankfurt 
Emily Freeman Brown conductor

1  —  Quite slowly – Fast 8:54

2  —  Slowly 7:08

3  —  Fast and triumphant  5:31

Concerto for violin and orchestra 
(2012)
Siwoo Kim violin
Brandenburgisches Staatsorchester Frankfurt 
Emily Freeman Brown conductor

4  —  Vigorous 9:01

5  —  Slowly and expressively 5:42

6  —  Cadenza – Fast and with a happy 
  spirit 7:07

Concerto for woodwind quintet 
and orchestra 
‘Shir HaMa’alot’ (1991) 
Elisabeth Steinbach flute 
Bärbel Bühler oboe 
Christian Krech clarinet 
Miri Ziskind bassoon 
Eckhard Schulze horn 
Brandenburgisches Staatsorchester Frankfurt 
Emily Freeman Brown conductor

7  —  Fast, rhythmic, and very energetic 7:15

8  —  Slowly and very expressively – 
  Suddenly faster – Slowly again 8:36

9  —  Fast and jubilant 7:11

66:48Samuel Adler (b. 1928)
One Lives but Once
A 90th Birthday Celebration
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CD 3

Concerto for guitar and orchestra 
(1994)
Nicholas Goluses guitar
Eastman Philharmonia Chamber Orchestra
Neil Varon conductor

1  —  Very fast and rhythmic  7:15

2  —  Slowly and expressively – Suddenly  
  faster – Slowly Tempo I again 9:43

3  —  Fast and with good spirit  6:19

Into the Radiant Boundaries  
of Light (1993)
Phillip Ying viola
Nicholas Goluses guitar

4  —  Delicate and quite fast 4:04

5  —  Slowly and freely moving 3:10

6  —  Fast and rhythmic 3:22

CD 3 was produced with assistance  
from the Eastman School of Music.

Ports of Call 
‘A Mediterranean Suite’ (1992)
Juliana Athayde, Renée Jolles violin
Nicholas Goluses guitar

7  —  Marseille: With a happy spirit 2:39

8  —  Alexandria: Slowly 
  and expressively 4.34

9  —  Salonika: With wild abandon 1.39

10  —  Haifa: With a slow lilt 3.23

11  —  Valencia: Fast and exuberant 2:57

Five Choral Scherzi (2008)
Randolph Kelly viola
Nicholas Goluses guitar
Eastman Chorale
William Weinert conductor

12  —  V. B. Nimble, V. B. Quick  1:58

13 —  Sucking cider through a straw 1:06

14 —  No! 3:25

15  —  The choice 2:39

16  —  Tarantella 1:47

60:33Samuel Adler (b. 1928)
One Lives but Once
A 90th Birthday Celebration
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 Samuel (‘Sam’) Adler is one of America’s foremost composers 
and pedagogues. The author of over 400 published works in a wide variety 
of mediums, including six symphonies and five operas, his work stands out 
for its rhythmic and contrapuntal vitality, its coloristic inventiveness, and 
its formal command, as well as for its embodiment of those deeply humane 
values that have come to mark the composer’s life and career. Indeed, the 
title of his recently published memoir, Building Bridges with Music, alludes to 
his significant participation as a mediator between contemporary music and 
traditional institutions, Judaism and Christianity, and America and the rest of 
the world.

 Some of Adler’s more familiar works include Southwestern Sketches 
for wind ensemble, Summer Stock for orchestra, Concertinos Nos. 1 and 3 
for string orchestra, Sonata for French horn and piano, Four Dialogues for 
euphonium and marimba, the String Quartets Nos. 3 and 9, and a series 
of compositions for solo instruments under the title Cantos (not unlike the 
Sequenzas of Luciano Berio). He is also particularly well known for his Jewish 
liturgical music, including a popular setting of the Hebrew prayer ‘Ha-Motzi’. 
A member of the American Academy of Arts and Letters, he has been the 
recipient of many honors, including a Guggenheim Fellowship, induction 
into Cincinnati’s American Classical Music Hall of Fame, and four honorary 
doctorates.  
 

Samuel Adler
One Lives but Once
A 90th Birthday Celebration
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 Born in Mannheim, Germany, in 1928, Samuel Hans Adler grew up 
the son of the esteemed cantor and liturgical composer Hugo Chaim Adler 
(1894–1955), then head cantor of Mannheim’s Central Synagogue. Attending 
a segregated Jewish school and enduring the indignities of Jewish life in 
Nazi Germany, Adler studied violin and began composing at a young age. 
Following the Kristallnacht, he and his family managed to escape to America, 
where his father found work as a cantor for Temple Emanuel in Worcester, 
Massachusetts. While still in high school, he studied harmony, counterpoint, 
and analysis in nearby Boston with Herbert Fromm, a notable German refugee 
musician and a friend of the Adler family.

 Adler continued his musical education, concentrating in violin 
performance, at Boston University, where he studied composition with Hugo 
Norden (1946–1948); and then pursued the master’s degree in music at 
Harvard (1948–1950), where he studied composition with four luminaries: 
Walter Piston, Paul Hindemith, Randall Thompson, and Irving Fine. At the 
encouragement of Fine, he also spent two summers (1949, 1950) working 
with Aaron Copland at Tanglewood, where he further refined his conducting 
skills under the tutelage of Serge Koussevitzky. Drafted into military service, 
Adler spent two years (December 1950 to December 1952) with the US Army 
in occupied Germany, where he founded and led the Seventh Army Symphony 
Orchestra (disbanded in 1962), giving numerous concerts of European and 
American orchestral works throughout 1952.

 On his return to the States in 1953, Adler moved to Dallas 
to become Music Director at Temple Emanu-El, a large Reform Jewish 
synagogue. In addition to his synagogal work, during his near fifteen years 
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in Texas (1953–1966), Adler served the Dallas community in numerous other 
ways, including organizing the Dallas Chorale, conducting the Dallas Lyric 
Theater, writing scores for the Dallas Theater Company, and teaching at 
the Hockaday School and eventually the University of North Texas in nearby 
Denton. While in Dallas, he also established a close relationship with the 
conductor of the Dallas Symphony, Walter Hendl, who championed his work.

 In 1966, Adler moved with his wife and two daughters to Rochester, 
New York, to join the faculty of the Eastman School of Music, whose 
composition department he chaired from 1973 until leaving the school in 1995. 
During his years at Eastman, in addition to producing a wealth of scores, he 
published three textbooks: Anthology for the Teaching of Choral Conducting 
(1971), Sight Singing (1979), and the widely used Study of Orchestration (1982), 
which has been translated into eight languages.

 In 1997, now married to his second wife, conductor Emily Freeman 
Brown, he joined the Juilliard faculty, where he worked until 2016. During 
these later years, he taught elsewhere as well, in particular, summer sessions 
at Bowdoin College and Berlin’s Free University. By the time of his retirement 
from Juilliard, he had supervised the education of dozens of composers, 
including Julia Adolphe, Claude Baker, Don Freund, Fabien Lévy, Nico Muhly, 
Paola Prestini, Kevin Puts, Elena Mendoza, Christopher Theofanidis, Michael 
Torke, Fisher Tull, Dan Welcher, and Ye Xiaogang.

 Soon after moving to Dallas in 1953, Adler won a competition 
sponsored by the Dallas Symphony, which earned him $1,000 and, in the 
event, the chance to write something for the orchestra. Having planned to 
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write a symphony after his discharge from the military, Adler started such a 
piece in earnest in May and completed it in September. The Dallas Symphony 
premiered this Symphony No. 1 on the campus of Southern Methodist 
University on 7 December 1953, to a warm critical and audience reception.

 At the time Adler undertook this venture, the American symphony, 
as a genre, was in full bloom, with notable contributions over the previous 
decades by Samuel Barber, Leonard Bernstein, Aaron Copland, Henry Cowell, 
Paul Creston, David Diamond, Howard Hanson, Roy Harris, Vincent Persichetti, 
Walter Piston, William Schuman, Roger Sessions, Randall Thompson, and 
Virgil Thomson, among many others. Serge Koussevitzky, the dynamic Russian-
American conductor of the Boston Symphony from 1924 to 1949, had done 
more than anyone else to nurture these symphonists, so Adler, growing up in 
Worcester and attending school in Boston, for some time had had first-hand 
exposure to this efflorescence (in addition to the thrill of hearing Koussevitzky 
introduce the new work of European masters, including the 1944 world 
premiere of Bartók’s Concerto for Orchestra). Moreover, during his high school 
years, even while his teacher Fromm introduced him to such composers as 
Hindemith and Stravinsky, Adler would get together with like-minded friends 
and listen multiple times to recordings, score in hand, of the orchestral and 
chamber works of this entire school of American composers. As conductor 
with the Seventh Army Symphony Orchestra, he himself championed a number 
of America’s older statesmen, in particular, Piston’s Symphony No. 2, which 
became one of the ensemble’s signature works.

 Adler’s Symphony No. 1, which puts forth a songful first movement 
in sonata form (‘Gently moving’), a somber middle movement in ternary form 
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(‘Very slowly’), and a festive rondo finale (‘Vigorous and very rhythmic’), 
reveals a composer fully immersed in and at home with this tradition. 
He himself singled out, in retrospect, the work’s indebtedness to Piston, 
Copland, and Hindemith, the last named of whom could be said to be, along 
with Stravinsky, a principal godfather to this American school. One can hear 
brassy splashes in the outer movements reminiscent of Copland’s El salón 
México and so-called western ballets, and something of that same composer’s 
understated eloquence in the slow movement’s middle section. One can 
similarly discern echoes of Hindemith’s Mathis der Maler in the work’s general 
harmonic palette, especially in the wan loveliness of the middle movement. At 
the same time, Adler’s evolving style made room, too, for his long involvement 
with Reform Judaic liturgical music, as suggested especially by the slow 
movement.

 But the influence of Piston would seem to stand paramount, 
especially that composer’s Symphonies Nos. 2 and 4. During these years, 
Piston, who enjoyed a notable reputation as a teacher (his students at Harvard 
including, in addition to Adler, the likes of Elliott Carter, Arthur Berger, Irving 
Fine, Harold Shapero, and Leonard Bernstein), cut a commanding figure as 
a composer as well, probably the time’s most respected symphonist. Even so, 
few approximated his achievement as closely as Adler in this Symphony No. 1 
– from the clipped forms and the vibrant counterpoint to the work’s colourful 
orchestral play between the wind, brass, and string choirs, its delicate 
touches of harp and percussion, and its busy but lucid tuttis. Adler personally 
found Piston aloof; he never warmed to him as he did Copland, nor was he 
wowed by him as he was Hindemith. But something about Piston’s work – 
perhaps its own mediation between the American vernacular and the 
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great European tradition – apparently helped guide his development during 
these early years. 
  
 Adler wrote his Symphony No. 2 for Walter Hendl and the Dallas 
Symphony in the wake of the death of his father in late 1955. Completing 
the work at the MacDowell Colony in July 1957, and dedicating the piece ‘to 
the blessed memory of my beloved father’, Adler apparently intended the 
Symphony, at least in part, as a memorial tribute, even using a melody from 
the ‘Akedah’ movement of Hugo Chaim’s Three Pieces for violin and piano as 
a main theme. The ‘Akedah’, or ‘binding’, refers to the biblical story in which 
Abraham prepares to sacrifice his son Isaac, a story whose themes of a 
father’s dedication to God and love for his son would have special resonance 
to the bereaved composer in this context, and a tale to which Adler returned 
ten years later for his oratorio, The Binding (1967). Hugo Chaim himself had 
written an ‘Akedah’ oratorio set for performance in Stuttgart in 1938, but at the 
last minute Nazi storm troopers suppressed the premiere of the work, which 
ultimately never received an airing.

 The work’s indebtedness to Hugo Chaim goes deeper than the use 
of one of his melodies. In his memoir, Samuel Adler writes: ‘My father was a 
man of the greatest resilience. Nothing, not the First World War, changing 
positions, immigration, a completely new environment, or a terrible illness, 
could deter him. While many immigrants to America from Central Europe 
had great difficulty assimilating into the new country, my father became an 
American patriot and made a decision to thrive in his newly found freedom.’ 
Some of Hugo Chaim’s determination and optimism clearly can be heard in 
this symphonic tribute to his memory.
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 Successfully introduced by Hendl and the Dallas Symphony at 
the city’s State Fair Music Hall on 24 February 1957, the Symphony No. 2 
resembles its predecessor in having three movements – ‘Quite slowly – Fast’, 
‘Slowly’, and ‘Fast and triumphant’ – that put forth a dramatic movement in 
sonata form, a somber slow movement in ternary form, and a joyous rondo 
finale. But the work manifests a more marked individual stylistic profile, its 
debts to Piston, Copland, and Hindemith still palpable, but more muted. The 
piece also has greater organic tautness, thanks in part to the generative use 
of the Hugo Chaim Adler melody, which first appears in the solo cello in the 
slow introduction, and which, after determining much of the work’s melodic 
language, returns rather verbatim, cyclic style, near the end of the finale. 
Indeed, the sweep of particularly the first movement, including the way the 
slow introduction seamlessly moves into fast movement proper, recalls the 
symphonic work of Roy Harris and his student William Schuman perhaps more 
than the other aforementioned masters, thereby pointing ahead to the more 
romantic spirit of Adler’s later work.

 Adler composed the first of his three Piano Concertos mostly 
during the first half of 1983 on a commission from a former student, pianist-
composer Bradford Gowen, with funds from the International American Music 
Competition. A frequent guest soloist with the National Symphony Orchestra, 
Gowen requested the work specifically to play with the orchestra. He did so 
with the blessings of the orchestra’s Director, Mstislav Rostropovich, although 
he premiered the work with the National Symphony Orchestra at the Kennedy 
Center on 3 January 1985, under the baton of the Korean pianist-conductor 
Myung-Whun Chung.
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 Adler wrote the Concerto after the death in 1982 of his mother, 
Selma, whom he described in his memoir as ‘beloved of all who met her’. 
And as with the Symphony No. 2, he memorialized his loss by way of a quoted 
tune – here a lullaby, composed by his father, that his mother had sung to 
him as a child. Adler recalled: ‘This melody was so pervasive in my musical 
conscious (while writing the Concerto) that I decided to incorporate it as the 
main theme of the second movement.’ The tune, harmonized and varied in 
Adler’s distinctive fashion, can be heard shortly after the entrance of the solo 
pianist in the slow movement.

 The Concerto has three movements: ‘Slowly and very free – Very 
fast’, ‘Very slowly’, and ‘Hard driving’. Representative of Adler’s mature style, 
in contrast to the two early Symphonies, the work reflects certain modernist 
trends that to varying degrees began to occupy him in the 1960s and 1970s: 
twelve-tone writing, aleatoric notation, and, indirectly, electronic music. 
Beginning in the late 1960s, Adler increasingly made use of the twelve-tone 
method, at least for many of his more ambitious instrumental compositions, 
but he never employed the technique strictly, and always balanced tonal 
and non-tonal elements in his work. Indeed, he criticized the music of 
Anton Webern and certain pieces of Arnold Schoenberg in the sense that 
‘unrelenting non-tonality is devastating to the listener’. Concurrently with 
this assimilation of twelve-tone thinking, he started incorporating aleatoric 
techniques, a development furthered by his interest in and friendship with the 
Polish composers Witold Lutosławski and Krzysztof Penderecki. And although 
he never composed electronic music, electronic sounds similarly began to 
shape his color palette in sundry ways.
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 Such influences manifest themselves in the course of the 
Concerto for piano and orchestra No. 1: twelve-tone writing in the dazzlingly 
virtuosic passage work for the soloist; aleatoric notation in the pianist’s solo 
introduction to the first movement; and electronic-inspired sounds in the 
high and sustained woodwind cluster, triple pianissimo, that accompanies the 
pianist’s rendition of the lullaby theme near the end of the slow movement. 
But such techniques, hardly ends in themselves, serve the composer’s 
principal intent in writing a nostalgic and elegiac slow movement bookended 
by, as he himself remarked in reference to the first movement, two ‘extremely 
vigorous and rambunctious’ outer movements.

 In his later years especially, Adler established particularly close 
ties with German musical life, including writing two works for the Mannheim 
National Theater Orchestra, both represented in this collection: the Concerto 
for woodwind quintet and orchestra ‘Shir HaMa’alot’ (1991) and the dance 
suite for large orchestra Man Lebt Nur Einmal (2004).

 The former work came about as the result of a concerto 
competition held by the Mannheim Orchestra and won by a German woodwind 
quintet recently founded, the Ma’alot Quintett, their name (meaning ‘ascent’ 
in Hebrew) derived from a large outdoor sculpure in Cologne by the Israeli 
sculptor Dani Karavan. Faced with the need for a concerto in which to feature 
the quintet, an ensemble highly skilled in both traditional and contemporary 
music, the Musical Academy of the Mannheim National Theater Orchestra 
commissioned Adler to write just such a piece. Scored for woodwind quintet, 
brass, percussion, and strings, the Concerto was premiered on 1 June 1992, 
with the Ma’alot Quintett and the orchestra under the baton of the Spanish 
conductor Miguel Gómez-Martínez.
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 Struck by the coincidence of the quintet’s name with the traditional 
Jewish prayer recited after meals, Shir HaMa’alot (‘Song of Ascent’), and 
remembering in particular the childhood Sabbath dinners shared by his 
family in those troubled early years in Mannheim, Adler decided to title his 
Concerto accordingly. However, the work has less to do with Jewish liturgical 
music or memories of Mannheim than with the general notion of ascent, and 
in particular, writes the composer, the prevailing ‘spirit of humankind’ that 
survives such ‘dark times’ as that of the Third Reich.

 Somewhat in the spirit of a jazz concerto grosso, the first 
movement, ‘Fast, rhythmic, and very energetic’, aims to capture, in the 
composer’s words, ‘the often breathlessness of modern life’. It does so 
with a vigor, dynamism, and formal finesse not unlike the sort practiced by 
Hindemith in the 1920s, pointing to the continued impact of Adler’s early 
neoclassical orientation, even if extended in new coloristic and rhythmic 
directions. The second movement, ‘Slowly and very expressively’, offers 
contrasting repose, at least in its warmly lyrical sections, which Adler has 
described in amorous terms, because the movement contains too a lively and 
whimsical middle section – with both the movement’s slow and fast music in 
a Coplandesque vein, again pointing to continuities. The finale returns to the 
restiveness of the first movement, here all the more driving in its perpetual 
motion, notwithstanding some episodes that occasionally turn dancelike. In 
the course of all three movements, quickly changing meters – a technique 
that came to characterize Adler’s later music – enliven the music’s rhythmic 
vitality.
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 Adler’s second commission from the Mannheim National Theater 
Orchestra came with the request that he write a dance suite, this in light of 
the orchestra’s history as one of the premiere ensembles of the eighteenth 
century, during which time divertimentos, serenades, and other suites formed 
a conspicuous part of their repertoire. Adler duly wrote a five-movement 
suite, the individual movements titled ‘Rumble’, ‘Schleier-Walzer’ (‘Veiled 
Waltz’), ‘Erratische Rumba’ (‘Erratic Rumba’), ‘Pavane’, and ‘Tarantella’. Adler 
derived the work’s title, Man Lebt Nur Einmal (‘One Lives but Once’), from one 
of the favorite expressions of his mother, who loved to dance. The Mannheim 
National Orchestra premiered the work on 1 February 2005, under the 
direction of Peter Sommer.
 
 ‘Rumble’, the one movement not a dance per se, pays homage to 
the ‘Rumble’ from Leonard Bernstein’s Broadway musical West Side Story, 
music that in its original context underscored a street gang fight and that 
Bernstein used for his own suite, Symphonic Dances from West Side Story. 
Adler’s music, lighter in tone than Bernstein’s, and described by the composer 
as ‘a virtuoso exercise of an endlessly whirling dance fury’, juxtaposes 
perpetual motion and jig-like gestures, along with, briefly, more lyrical 
moments. In the course of the second movement, ‘Schleier-Walzer’, played 
very softly from beginning to end ‘as if ’, writes Adler, ‘one would be watching 
people dancing a waltz through a veil’, duple and other meters gently disturb 
this mysterious, gauzy movement’s waltz-like flow. Greater complexities 
abound in the ‘Erratische Rumba’, especially in the outer sections, with its 
boisterous and Coplandesque alternation of five, seven, and other meters, and 
its quicksilver changes of key – a highly personal take on the Cuban rumba. 
This same movement’s more stable, somewhat antique sounding middle 
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section, introduced by the English horn, offers some calm before the return of 
the hectic opening music, which now incorporates the English horn melody as 
well.
 
 The slow, pastoral ‘Pavane’, taking its cue from that dance’s 
long history, one that reaches back to the Renaissance, unfolds a long line 
delicately scored, allowing rich solo opportunities for clarinet, oboe, solo 
violin, flute, English horn, and French horn. The suite concludes with a 
‘Tarantella’, a popular and fast Italian dance that derived its name from the 
wild dancing that supposedly offered a cure from a poisonous tarantula bite. 
Keeping largely to the dance’s traditional meter of six, Adler characteristically 
keeps the music driving at full tilt right up to its explosive ending.

 In 2012, Adler finally wrote a concerto for his own instrument, the 
violin, after penning numerous concertos for other instruments, although he 
had written a Rhapsody for violin and orchestra for violinist Jack Glatzer in 
1961 (a work withdrawn after a few performances) and a concerto for viola, 
Adler’s other main instrument, for Randolph Kelly in 1999.

 The Concerto for violin and orchestra came about as the result of 
a commission by the Rotary Club of Tulsa, Oklahoma. Supporters of Tulsa’s 
International Crescendo Music Competition for young artists, the Rotary Club 
requested from Adler a concerto that would feature the 2010 winner of the 
competition, the Korean-born violinist Siwoo Kim, to perform with the Tulsa 
Symphony Orchestra. Kim premiered the piece on 7 September 2013, with the 
Tulsa Symphony Orchestra led by Philip Mann.
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 In the dramatic first movement, ‘Vigorous’, the violin dominates 
the conversation, but sometimes engages in amiable exchanges with the 
orchestra. The composer felt, in his own words, that this movement ‘should 
picture my happiness in having performed on the violin all my life’. As a whole, 
for all its tension and technical difficulties, the movement draws largely on 
the violin’s lyrical potential. Lyricism prevails even more strongly in the middle 
movement, ‘Slowly and expressively’; its musical language, although of a 
piece with the first movement, is less dissonant. Adler intended this relatively 
short movement ‘to give the feeling of the beauty of nature, the innocence 
of childhood, and the expression of calmness, which can come from hearing 
music’.

 The solo cadenza that leads directly into the finale returns to the 
twelve-tonish angularities of the first movement, although the finale proper 
is distinctively dancelike and joyous in mood, even while incorporating ideas 
put forth earlier in the work. Once again, the violin remains the star of the 
proceedings, with lots of scope for virtuosic bravura, all leading to a rousing 
conclusion.

© Howard Pollack, 2017
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 In their own ways, each of the pieces on these recordings 
demonstrates Samuel Adler’s boundless energy and joie de vivre, as well as 
his commitment to friends, community, and faith. The Concerto for guitar and 
orchestra (1994) was commissioned by three of his guitar-playing friends: 
Nicholas Goluses, Adam Holzman, and Stephen Robinson. Adler recalls in his 
autobiography that ‘they wanted to have a concerto that they could perform 
with college orchestras since it is difficult for solo guitarists to get solo 
appearances with major orchestras’. Having premiered the piece in Abilene, 
Texas, Adler made a second version for guitar and band ‘in order to get more 
performances’. The first performance of this new version was given by the 
Eastman Wind Ensemble with Nicholas Goluses as soloist. According to the 
composer, the three movements try ‘to maintain a constant dialog’ between 
the soloist and the ensemble. In the outer movements, the music drives 
relentlessly forward; in the middle movement, it changes mood, with the 
guitar part often sounding improvisatory. The overall effect of the Concerto is 
striking: the intricate way in which the composer weaves together the different 
strands of counterpoint is truly virtuosic.  

 Adler completed Into the Radiant Boundaries of Light in 1993, 
towards the end of his thirty-year tenure as Professor of Composition at the 
Eastman School of Music (1966–1995). Himself a trained string player, Adler 
wrote the piece for his colleagues John Graham (viola) and Nicholas Goluses 
(guitar). The duet is a wonderful example of what Jürgen Thym has referred 
to as Adler’s ‘infectious optimism and life-affirming spirit’. The work’s title is a 
line from Rolfe Humphries’ translation of the didactic poem On the nature of 
things by the Roman poet and philosopher Titus Lucretius Carus (c. 99BC–c. 
55BC). The original poem opens with a hymn to Venus and the 
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defense of pleasure in which Lucretius focuses on the nature of creation and 
on the fact that pleasure, though real and desirable, seldom comes without 
cost: painlessness is not a virtue but something to energize us. In Adler’s 
case, creativity is something that he ‘lends…to the needs of his fellow human 
beings: performers, conductors, friends’. Since the viola and guitar are both 
‘mellow instruments’, Adler decided to treat both instruments equally, giving 
each one the same material throughout. The results are stunning: Adler shows 
us that the viola and the guitar are both capable of creating a spectacular 
range of timbres and textures that harmonize beautifully with one another.

 Adler’s sense of faith and his own life experiences clearly had an 
impact on his piece Ports of Call (1992). Commissioned by the Tiento Trio, Ports 
of Call responds to the expulsion of Jews from Spain in 1492. It is a topic that was 
clearly very close to his heart: ‘I’m a survivor, you see, and I’m excited about life. 
I feel while there is a great deal of horror in life, basically we can make it good, 
so therefore I try to say this in music’. In fact, Adler was just eleven when his 
family fled Germany for the United States in 1939: his father became the cantor 
of the Temple Emanuel in Worcester, Massachusetts and he became the youthful 
conductor of the Temple choir. Ports of Call recreates Adler’s impressions of 
five Mediterranean cities where the Jewish refugees eventually settled and 
it even uses music of the period to give it a local flavor. The scoring for two 
violins and guitar is perfect at conveying the unique sounds and colors of each 
locale: his music for ‘Marseille’ captures the exuberance of France’s largest port; 
for ‘Alexandria’, the contemplative mood of the city’s ancient past; ‘Salonika’ 
(Thessaloniki) conjures up the wild spirit of the Macedonian city: for ‘Haifa’, the 
serene beauty of the Bahá’í Gardens and Shrine of the Báb; and for ‘Valencia’, the 
glittering atmosphere and vibrant tones of Adler’s final destination.
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 Five Choral Scherzi is an appropriate summation of Adler’s 
aspirations as a composer. Completed in 2008, the piece is scored for chorus, 
viola and guitar, and was first performed by the Eastman Chorale, under the 
direction of William Weinert in Rochester, New York, on 13 February 2009, 
with Brett Deubner (viola) and Christopher Kenniff (guitar). The piece is one 
of over a hundred works that Adler has composed for chorus: it underscores 
both his childhood experiences conducting choirs in Temple and his profound 
love of literature, especially poetry. As he remarked: ‘I try to choose the 
subjects that mean a great deal to me, and words mean a great deal to 
me. I read a lot of poetry; I read a lot of literature; that turns me on a great 
deal. When somebody asks me to write songs or set a text, I always have lots 
of texts in the storehouse.’ The texts, as the work’s title suggests, are light 
and playful, and, except for that of the anonymous second song ‘Sucking 
cider through a straw’, were written by some of poetry’s great humorists: 
John Updike (‘V. B. Nimble, V. B. Quick’); Thomas Hood (‘No!’); Dorothy Parker 
(‘The choice’); and Hilaire Belloc (‘Tarantella’). The poems’ clever use of 
rhyme, rhythm, repetition, and word play allow Adler to show off his skills at 
text setting. Belloc’s ‘Tarantella’ is particularly noteworthy in this regard: by 
capturing the infectious energy of this Spanish dance, it reminds us of Adler’s 
last Port of Call, ‘Valencia’.

 At the end of his autobiography, Adler offers some fascinating 
reflections about his life and his music. A couple of them seem especially 
relevant to this album. First is Adler’s desire to be ‘a bridge builder’ in 
‘situations where reconciliation or any other form of understanding is 
required’. These recordings demonstrates just how much he tries to build 
bridges between performers and composers, and between composers and 
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audiences. Elsewhere, he has suggested that music is a ‘love affair’ between 
each group: ‘this love affair is a tripartite thing’. Second is Adler’s belief that 
through hard work and a sense of purpose, it is possible to make the world a 
better place. He credits this outlook on life in part to the ‘Tikkun Olam’, the 
principle of healing or restoring the world, which his father taught him as a 
child. He also cites a poem by British poet Laurence Binyon entitled ‘Nothing 
is enough’. This short text, which Adler set in his Five Choral Poems (1954), 
encourages us all to face every situation with complete determination and 
effort. Echoing Binyon’s text, Adler has declared: ‘I believe that only a life that 
declares “Nothing enough till your all is spent” is worth living’.

© Matthew Brown, 2017
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V. B. Wigglesworth wakes at noon,
Washes, shaves, and very soon
Is at his lab; he reads his mail,
Tweaks a tadpole by the tail,
Undoes his coat, removes his hat,
Dips a spider in a vat
Of alkaline, phones the press,
Tells them he is FRS,
Subdivides six protocells,
Kills a rat by ringing bells,
Writes a treatise, edits two
Symposia on Will Man Do?
Gives a lecture, audits three,
Pensions off an aging spore,
Cracks a test tube, takes some pure
Science and applies it finds
His hat, adjusts it, pulls the blinds,
Instructs the jellyfish to spawn,
And, by one o’clock, is gone.

John Updike (1932–2009)

Five Choral Scherzi 
 1 / V. B. Nimble, V. B. Quick
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 2 / Sucking cider through a straw

The prettiest girl that ever I saw,
Was sucking cider through a straw.
I told that girl I didn’t see how
She sucked the cider through a straw.

And cheek by cheek and jaw by jaw
We sucked that cider from that straw.
And all at once that straw did slip;
I sucked that cider from her lip.

And now I’ve got me a mother in-law
From sucking cider through a straw.

Anonymous
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No sun – no moon!
No morn – no noon!
No dawn – no dusk – no proper time of
 day –
No sky – no earthly view –
No distance looking blue –
No road – no street – no ‘t’other side the 
 way’ –
No end to any Row –
No indication where the Crescents go –
No tops to any steeple –
No recognitions of familiar people –
No courtesies for showing ‘em –
No knowing ‘em!

No traveling at all – no locomotion –
No inkling of the way – no notion –
‘No go’ by land or ocean –
No mail – no post –
No news from any foreign coast –
No Park – no Ring – no afternoon gentility –
No company – no nobility –
No warmth, no cheerfulness, no healthful
 ease,
No comfortable feel in any member –
No shade, no shine, no butterflies, no
 bees,
No fruits, no flowers, no leaves, no birds –
November!

Thomas Hood (1799–1845)

 3 / No!
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Dorothy Parker (1893–1967)

 4 / The choice

He’d have given me rolling lands,
Houses of marble, and billowing farms,
Pearls, to trickle between my hands,
Smoldering rubies, to circle my arms.
You – you’d only a lilting song,
Only a melody, happy and high,
You were sudden and swift and strong –
Never a thought for another had I.

He’d have given me laces rare,
Dresses that glimmered with frosty sheen,
Shining ribbons to wrap my hair,
Horses to draw me, as fine as a queen.
You – you’d only to whistle low,
Gayly I followed wherever you led.
I took you, and I let him go –
Somebody ought to examine my head!
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Hilaire Belloc (1870–1953)

 5 / Tarantella

Do you remember an Inn,
Miranda?
Do you remember an Inn?
And the tedding and the spreading
Of the straw for a bedding,
And the fleas that tease in the High   
Pyrenees,
And the wine that tasted of tar?
And the cheers and the jeers of the young 
 muleteers
(Under the vine of the dark veranda)?
Do you remember an Inn, Miranda,
Do you remember an Inn?
And the cheers and the jeers of the young 
 muleteers
Who hadn’t got a penny,

And who weren’t paying any,
And the hammer at the doors and the  
 din?
And the hip! hop! hap!
Of the clap
Of the hands to the swirl and the twirl
Of the girl gone chancing,
Glancing,
Dancing,
Backing and advancing,
Snapping of the clapper to the spin
Out and in –
And the ting, tong, tang of the guitar!
Do you remember an Inn,
Miranda?
Do you remember an Inn?
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Staatsorchester  
Frankfurt

 The Brandenburgisches Staatsorchester Frankfurt is one of the 
outstanding orchestras in eastern Germany. Performing regularly at the Berlin 
Philharmonie and Berlin Konzerthaus, the BSOF also appears in major concert 
halls in Germany and has toured Japan, Israel, Russia, Poland, Lithuania, 
Netherlands, Belgium, France, Italy, Spain and Switzerland. In 2008 the 
orchestra was invited to perform at a concert for the sixtieth anniversary of 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights at the Vatican Audience Hall in the 
presence of Pope Benedict.

 The BSOF has recorded numerous albums: its recording of music by 
Boris Blacher was awarded a ‘Diapason d’Or’ and the album ‘Franz Schreker in 
Berlin’ was named ‘Choc de la musique’ by Le monde de la musique. 

 The BSOF has worked with many artists such as Jan Krenz, 
Shlomo Mintz, Viktor Tretiakov, Sabine Meyer, Fazil Say, Maurice Steger, 
Daniel Hope, Natalia Gutman, Mischa Maisky, Mstislav Rostropovich, Andris 
Nelsons, Andrés Orozco-Estrada, David, Garrett, Daniel Müller-Schott, Bruno 
Weinmeister and Martin Helmchen. 
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piano

 Equally acclaimed as a pianist and composer, Michael Brown 
has been described as ‘one of the most refined of all pianist-composers’ 
(International Piano) and ‘one of the leading figures in the current renaissance 
of performer-composers’ (The New York Times). A recipient of a 2015 Avery 
Fisher Career Grant, Brown regularly makes solo appearances with orchestras 
such as the Seattle, North Carolina, New Haven, Albany, Flagstaff, and 
Richardson Symphonies. During the 2016–2017 season, he was selected by 
pianist Sir András Schiff to perform across the US and Europe, including debut 
solo recitals in Zurich’s Tonhalle.

 A native New Yorker, Brown was the First Prize winner of the 
Concert Artists Guild Competition, the recipient of the Juilliard Petschek 
Award, and is a Steinway Artist. He has performed at Alice Tully Hall and 
Carnegie Hall in New York City, The Kennedy Center in Washington DC, 
Wigmore Hall in London, DeSingel in Antwerp, and the Louvre in Paris; and 
appeared in festivals such as Marlboro, Saratoga Performing Arts Center, and 
Ravinia.
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 Brown has earned dual bachelor’s and master’s degrees in piano 
and composition from The Juilliard School, where he studied with pianists 
Jerome Lowenthal and Robert McDonald and composers Samuel Adler and 
Robert Beaser. Additional mentors have included Leon Fleisher and Richard 
Goode, as well as his early teachers, Herbert Rothgarber and Adam Kent.
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violin
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 An ‘incisive’ and ‘compelling’ (The New York Times) violinist 
who plays with ‘stylistic sensitivity and generous tonal nuance’ (Chicago 
Tribune), Siwoo Kim performs as soloist and chamber musician and is also 
the co-founding Artistic Director of Vivo Music Festival in his hometown of 
Columbus, Ohio.
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 Kim made his New York concerto debut at Carnegie Hall’s Stern 
Auditorium with James DePreist and the Juilliard Orchestra; he made 
his Walt Disney Concert Hall concerto debut shortly after. Notable concerto 
performances have been with the Columbus, Houston, Johannesburg, 
Kwazulu-Natal, Seongnam, and Tulsa orchestras. An enthusiastic collaborator, 
he founded Quartet Senza Misura. Together they performed at an array of 
venues such as Alice Tully Hall of Lincoln Center, Terrace Theater of The 
Kennedy Center, Seoul Arts Center, Fundación Juan March in Spain, and Simón 
Bolívar Conservatory of Music in Venezuela. Kim has appeared as guest artist 
at the Tivoli Festival in Denmark, the Bergen International Festival in Norway, 
the Stellenbosch International Chamber Music Festival in South Africa, and 
with Ensemble DITTO in South Korea. He has performed chamber music 
with Itzhak Perlman, Joyce DiDonato, Jeremy Denk, Kim Kashkashian, and 
members of the Guarneri, Juilliard and Takács Quartets.

 Kim was named the recipient of the 2012 King Award for Young 
Artists. He took second place at the 2010 Corpus Christi International 
Competition for Piano and Strings, where he was also awarded special prizes 
for the best performance of solo Bach and violin performance. He studied 
with Roland and Almita Vamos at the Music Institute of Chicago. He went on 
to receive both his undergraduate and graduate degrees from The Juilliard 
School where he studied with Robert Mann, Donald Weilerstein, and Ronald 
Copes.

 On this recording, Kim plays the ‘Abergavenny’ Stradivarius violin of 
1724, on generous loan from Florian Leonhard Fine Violins.
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guitar

 ‘A true American master’ (Twentieth Century Guitar) and ‘a 
musician’s musician’ (American Record Guide), Nicholas Goluses is Professor 
of Guitar and founder and director of the guitar programs at the Eastman 
School of Music, where he is a recipient of the Eisenhart Award for Excellence 
in Teaching and where he is currently Co-Chair of the Strings, Harp and Guitar 
Department. Before coming to Eastman, he was the first Andrés Segovia 
Professor at Manhattan School of Music, where he received the doctor of 
musical arts degree, the Pablo Casals Award, and the Faculty Award of 
Distinguished Merit. 

 Goluses’s concert tours as soloist, with orchestra, and as chamber 
musician have taken him across North America, South America, Europe, 
Australia, and the Far East to critical acclaim. He has been a featured 
performer at major festivals throughout the world and has performed as 
concerto soloist with the Savannah Philharmonic, New Jersey Symphony, 
Colorado Symphony, Rochester Philharmonic, American Wind Orchestra, 
Jacksonville Symphony, Heidelburg Symphony, and the Macon Symphony, 
among others. Goluses is active in a duo with flutist Bonita Boyd and has 
collaborated with the American and Ying Quartets, violinists Zvi Zeitlin and 
Juliana Athayde, and tenor Robert Swensen.
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 Committed to performing new music for the guitar, Goluses has 
given world premiere performances of over hundred works by many of today’s 
leading composers, including solo pieces, concertos for guitar and orchestra, 
and chamber music. His performance editions are published by Alfred 
Masterworks. He is a voting member of the National Academy of Recording 
Arts and Sciences (Grammy) and is currently on the Board of Directors for the 
Guitar Foundation of America. 
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conductor

 Emily Freeman Brown is Music Director and Conductor of the 
Bowling Green Philharmonia and Opera Theater at Bowling Green State 
University in Ohio. 
 
 The first woman to receive a doctorate in orchestral conducting 
at the Eastman School of Music, Brown has appeared as conductor with 
orchestras in the United States, Europe, Central Asia and South America 
including the Rochester Philharmonic, the Charlotte Symphony Orchestra, the 
Syracuse and Toledo Symphonies, the Dayton Philharmonic, the Cincinnati 
Chamber Orchestra, the Cleveland Chamber Symphony, the Eastman Virtuosi, 
the Skaneateles Music Festival, the Chicago Civic Orchestra, the Göttinger 
Symphonie Orchester in Germany,   the Latvian National Symphony Orchestra, 
the National Symphony of Chile, the Sibiu State Philharmonic Orchestra in 
Romania, the Macedonia National Symphony Orchestra, and the National 
Soloists Orchestra in Astana.
 
 Brown has recorded for Naxos, Albany, and Opus One. She served 
as Associate Conductor of the Eastman Philharmonia and Conductor for the 
Eastman Opera Theater and was a winner of the internationally known Affiliate 
Artists’ Conductor’s Program. In 2016 she was made Professor of Creative 
Arts Excellence at Bowling Green State University. She is the author of the 
Dictionary for the Modern Conductor (Rowman & Littlefield).  
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 Brown studied conducting and cello at the Royal College of Music 
in London where she was twice winner of the Sir Adrian Boult Conducting 
Prize. Her major teachers have included Leonard Slatkin, Herbert Blomstedt, 
Franco Ferrara, David Effron, and James Dixon.
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conductor

 Born in New York in 1950, Neil Varon studied piano, composition, 
and conducting at The Juilliard School. After early stations in Istanbul, Vienna 
and Nuremberg, he was named first Kapellmeister of the Deutsche Opera 
am Rhein in Düsseldorf in 1981, and in 1987 he became Music Director of the 
Philharmonie Südwestfälische. He kept this position until 1991, when he was 
appointed General Music Director of the City of Gelsenkirchen, Germany.

 After completing his second term as General Music Director 
of Gelsenkirchen in 1996, Varon concentrated on international guest 
performances for the next several years. In 1996, he performed in Japan and 
Korea with the Chamber Orchestra of Kanazawa, the orchestra of the Toho 
Gakuen Academy (Toyama), and the Suwon Philharmonic Orchestra. He also 
led performances with the Frankfurt Chamber Orchestra in Milan and the 
Norddeutsche Philharmonie in Rostock.
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 Varon has conducted at the Hamburg State Opera, Nuremberg 
Opera, Staatstheater Wiesbaden, Stuttgart Opera, Berlin Staatsoper, and 
New York City Opera. He directed the German premiere of Un re in ascolto by 
Luciano Berio in Düsseldorf, and the world premiere of Erinys by Volker David 
Kirchner in Wuppertal.

 Varon was named Professor of Conducting and Music Director 
of the Eastman Philharmonia, Eastman School Symphony and Chamber 
Orchestras in 2002. He has also taught conducting master classes in Cologne, 
Siegen, and Nuremberg.
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conductor
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MENU Since 1994, William Weinert has served as Professor of Conducting 
and Director of Choral Activities at the Eastman School of Music, where 
he conducts the Eastman Chorale and the Eastman-Rochester Chorus and 
supervises the masters and doctoral programs in choral conducting. He has 
conducted throughout Europe, the United States, and the Far East.

 Weinert has also frequently conducted opera and symphonic 
repertoire, and has performed extensively as a recitalist and oratorio 
soloist. He has published articles on the music of Brahms, Bruckner, and 
Georg Schumann, as well as ‘Geistliche Gesäng und Melodeyen: A Critical 
Edition with Commentary’, an edition of twenty-four motets by the prominent 
baroque composer Melchior Franck. Between 1998 and 2011 he was Editor of 
The American Choral Review, the journal of the American Choral Foundation. 
Weinert is also founder and Music Director of Voices, Rochester’s only 
professional chamber chorus.

 Weinert has previously served on the faculties of the University of 
Wisconsin-Parkside, University of Wisconsin-Madison, and the University of 
Southern Mississippi, and has served for three summers as Guest Professor at 
the Hochschule für Musik in Freiburg, Germany.
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violin

 Appointed Concertmaster of the Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra 
in 2005 at the age of twenty-four, Juliana Athayde became the youngest 
person to hold the position since the orchestra’s inception in 1922. She 
has appeared as Guest Concertmaster for the Houston and Kansas City 
Symphonies as well as the National Arts Centre Orchestra in Ottawa, Ontario. 
A Fellow at the Aspen Music Festival and School for six years, Athayde 
was awarded the prestigious Dorothy DeLay Fellowship in 2005 and was 
subsequently invited to return in 2010 to deliver the festival’s convocation 
speech.

 Athayde’s numerous solo appearances with the RPO have covered 
a wide range of composers from Mozart and Brahms to Prokofiev and Piazzolla 
as well as the 2010 premiere of Allen Shawn’s Violin Concerto, commissioned 
by the RPO and specifically written for her. Athayde has collaborated with 
many great artists, including Michael Tilson Thomas, Joseph Silverstein, Jon 
Nakamatsu, William Preucil, Jon Kimura Parker, Anton Nel, Orion Weiss, 
and Jean-Yves Thibaudet. Together with her husband, RPO Principal Oboist 
Erik Behr, Athayde is Artistic Director of the Society for Chamber Music in 
Rochester.
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 A passionate educator, Athayde is an Associate Professor of Violin 
at the Eastman School of Music, and has served as a Visiting Teacher at the 
Cleveland Institute of Music and a Visiting Professor at Cornell University.
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violin
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 The violinist Renée Jolles enjoys an eclectic career as soloist, 
chamber artist, and pedagogue. She has premiered hundreds of works, 
including the American premiere of Schnittke’s Violin Concerto No. 2. Jolles 
is a member of the Jolles Duo, Continuum, Intimate Voices, the Bedford 
Chamber Players (with Baroque harpsichordist Anthony Newman), the New 
York Chamber Ensemble, and is a Concertmaster of the Grammy Award-
winning, conductorless Orpheus Chamber Orchestra.

 A dedicated teacher, Jolles is a Professor of Violin at the 
Eastman School of Music, in addition to teaching each summer at Bowdoin 
International Music Festival and Aria Summer Music Academy. She received 
her bachelor and master degrees from The Juilliard School, where, 
upon graduation, she was presented with the school’s highest award, the 
William Schuman Prize. Her teachers have included Lewis Kaplan, Felix 
Galimir, Jacob Lateiner, and members of the Juilliard, Tokyo, and American 
Quartets.
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viola

 Randolph Kelly has enjoyed a distinguished and multifaceted 
career as Principal Violist of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra. He was 
signed by André Previn in 1976, and has since played under the direction of 
Lorin Maazel and Mariss Jansons. Previn once wrote that Kelly ‘transformed 
his section into what I believe is the best viola section of any orchestra in 
America’.

 In addition to his orchestral career, Kelly’s virtuosity as a soloist 
and chamber musician has been celebrated around the world. He has 
collaborated with such artists as Yo-Yo Ma, Pinchas Zukerman, and Truls Mørk, 
among others. He has recorded and toured extensively with the Los Angeles 
Piano Quartet. Additionally, Kelly has been invited to perform as a guest artist 
at chamber music festivals in Japan, Australia, Europe, China, Taiwan, and 
Russia.

 As a soloist, Kelly has appeared on some of the most prestigious 
concert stages in the world. He performed the New York premiere of Sir 
Michael Tippett’s Triple Concerto in Carnegie Hall. He made his European 
solo debut when Lorin Maazel invited him to play the Walton Concerto with 
the Orchestre National de France. James DePriest conducted the Oregon 
Symphony when Kelly played the Bartók Viola Concerto.
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 In addition to his rigorous performing schedule, Kelly has recorded 
a wide range of music for the Albany, Naxos, and Music Masters labels. He 
also appeared on National TV, performing Don Quixote as part of a series 
entitled ‘Previn and the Pittsburgh’.

 Kelly is a graduate of the Curtis Institute, where he worked closely 
with the esteemed violist Joseph DePasquale. He is committed to performing 
new music, and he generously volunteers his time to educational programs in 
an effort to bring a wide range of musical experiences to young audiences.
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viola

 Violist of the Ying Quartet, Phillip Ying has performed across the 
United States, Europe, and Asia. He is a recipient of the Naumburg Award for 
Chamber Music, has been awarded a Grammy for a collaborative recording 
with the Turtle Island Quartet, and has been nominated for three additional 
Grammys. He maintains a vital interest in collaborative multi-disciplinary 
projects and new music with recent premieres of works by Christopher 
Theofanidis, Lera Auerbach, Billy Childs, Kenji Bunch, Richard Danielpour, 
John Novacek, Sebastian Currier, and Paul Moravec. Ying is the Co-Artistic 
Director of the Bowdoin International Music Festival, and has performed at 
the Colorado College, Skaneateles, Music in the Vineyards, Aspen, Norfolk, 
Tanglewood, Marlboro, and Caramoor Music Festivals.

 Ying is an Associate Professor of Chamber Music and Viola at 
the Eastman School of Music and Co-Chair of the Strings, Harp and Guitar 
Department. He served as President for six years of Chamber Music America, 
a national service organization for chamber music ensembles, presenters 
and artist managers, and has been published by Chamber Music Magazine. 
He is also a frequent speaker, panelist, and outside evaluator on subjects 
such as arts in education, advocacy through performance, and chamber 
music residencies. Ying received his education at Harvard University, the New 
England Conservatory, and the Eastman School of Music, and has studied 
principally with Martha Katz, Walter Trampler, and Roland Vamos.
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